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Chapter 8:  

The Oct ’87 Stock Market 
Crash: 

 

The month of October started with the continuation of the portfolio 

switch.  A flurry of deals were done to reposition the liquidation 

proceeds into more tradeable short-end maturing stock.  There were 

reasonable yield moves in the first few weeks that allowed 750k in 

trading profits.  It was a good start for the month given what lay ahead.  

By mid-month most of the initial $200 million portfolio switch was 

complete.  There was a lingering $25 million of securities still unsold - 

they were the real dog-stock and were always going to be the hardest to 

sell at any reasonable price.  The DBSM secondary market were 

reluctant to place bids on these securities given the rumours of what 

they were doing.  The market had some idea they were a seller of off-

beat securities and the market naturally backed off.   

Rudi can recall the partial name of one of those securities held in 

the portfolio.  They were Northern Territory Abattoir and carried a 

Northern Territory Government guarantee.  The stock SBS held carried a 

face value of $500k and had a 4-5 year maturity still to run.  The 

portfolio yield to the SBS was good -  Rudi had established there was a 

total of $2.5 million of this paper in the marketplace.    

Rudi was concerned with the exhaustion DBSM were 

demonstrating in their ongoing efforts to sell the balance of the illiquid 

assets.  This is what brokers do when they get to the ‘hard-sell’ assets.  

They were looking for a boost - maybe a waiver on the price range they 

could work with – in essence that meant a little more gravy for 

themselves.   

Rudi discussed the problem with them at length and gave them a 

new proposal over another lunch at Harpoon Harry’s.   

This time their Desk Manager, Glen, showed up with the senior 

trader who attended the first meeting.  The junior staffer had been 

booted.  Rudi’s proposal entailed that they buy the balance of ill-liquid 

securities in a package deal - at a market price for each security 

determined as acceptable to both parties.  In return, DBSM sell Rudi an 

equivalent face value of 10 year CGL1 liquid maturities.  Rudi’s deal 

suggested that SBS would buy the CGL’s at a market yield that reflected 

any capital loss SBS would take on the sale of the illiquid securities.  

DBSM switched onto the deal immediately and one could see their eyes 

light up at what they saw as their potential to make a killing on both 

sides of the transaction.   

In principal, this type of deal was a little unethical and very much 

out of the square when it came to standardised deals.  Even creative 

accounting would struggle to put a balanced spin on the deal.  If 

Auditors looked closely at the deal knowing all the sides that made up 

                                           
1 Commonwealth Government Bonds 
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the deal – there would be plenty of questions asked.  The flip-side of 

that obstacle was Auditors never went looking for this type of 

transaction, unless they were hostile Auditors with inside information.   

Even then the Auditors would be hard pressed to link all the cards 

in the deck to understand this structured trade.  There were no plans to 

expose the deal to anyone that did not have to know - Rudi knew he 

would be completely under the radar given his knowledge of how the 

SBS accounted and balanced the Treasury securities, and how they were 

appeared in the portfolio summary.  The positives far outweighed the 

negatives in that this stock would be gone and would not weigh down 

the portfolio.       

To any serious market player, what Rudi was offering DBSM was 

gift-bribe to do something they should have baulked at.  DBSM also had 

the same problems Rudi had with accounting for the deal at their end - 

they had to deal with the same problems Rudi would have if questions 

were asked.   

To consummate this deal - it came down to the price for each 

security on both sides of the deal.  DBSM were also confident in that 

they would be able to deal profits from the transaction.  To sweeten the 

deal - Rudi gave up 5 pips on the 10 years to get it done.  As the month 

was to unfold - unless DBSM managed to sell the securities before the 

Oct 19 Crash hit – that 5 pips Rudi gave-up would not cover what the 

losses would be trying to sell the illiquid securities into the post Oct’ 19 

crash market.  Rudi suspected that they were left holding worms instead 

of cash profits, and the relationship cooled for many weeks after. 

It was amazing just what Brokers would do when green money 

was there in the offering.  Brokers eagerly become part of any ‘bent’ 

transaction to appease the client and look after them, just as long as the 

profits they made justified the scrub.  

With the continuing profit results for September and into mid-

October, Rudi’s Management left him alone to his role as Treasurer 

during trading hours.  Outside those times they began to approach Rudi 

with offers of as much support as he needed or wanted.   

This was linked to the profit results from the trading activities and 

as a function of repositioning the portfolio into liquid securities. During 

these meetings they began to see the picture Rudi had painted them 

when he first talked to them about the portfolio switch.  Whilst the may 

had feigned understanding at the outset – they were getting their 

moneys worth now and began to become familiar with a base 

understanding of what Rudi had explained to them.   

The SBS CEO Denis Cleary faced no enquiry from the SBS Board 

over the re-liquefying of the portfolio - or any questions as to how the 

profits were being generated.   Cleary also never raised any direct 

questions with the SBS Treasurer about his day to day operations – he 

just offered a pat on the back and a ‘well done’ gesture.   

After the portfolio was repositioned - the yield return on was down 

about .75% - Management gave no indication they were concerned.  

The report Rudi presented to them grossed up the trading profits to 

reflect the total yield performance and that result was much higher then 

the portfolio yields previously recorded.  They had no cause to raise any 

concern.   

In the deal with DBSM – the stock taken on board was at a yield 

that would be funded at a zero or slightly positive return as measured 
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against the Societies real cost of retail funds.  Rudi saw this as 

acceptable and had no guilt or associated remorse over what he had 

done.  He had bent the rules ever so slightly, and within days, that deal 

made well over $3 million for SBS when yields on the illiquids were 

compared with the post crash levels.  Of course there were 

corresponding losses on the new stock - but the spread heavily favoured 

the liquid stock and those losses were more acceptable. 

To this day, Rudi believes that no one at the Society ever knew 

about the deal and how it was structured.  The stock taken on Board 

were January 1998’s maturing 10 year Bonds.   

When the Stockmarket crash hit overnight - the 19th of October - 

Rudi’s 32nd birthday - the Portfolio size was $394 million, and the 

average weighted yield was 11.99%.  The SBS retail cost of funds was 

at 11.15%.  In the immediate period after the crash, the daily spread 

between yield and the cost of funds blew out to well over 1.5% - this 

lasted for weeks after the crash as the continued uncertainty in global 

markets created higher and higher yields and Central Banks flooded the 

markets with cheap cash.   

Rudi remembers the day of the crash well.  It happened Monday 

night and everybody awoke to the news Tuesday morning the 20th.  On 

the Monday, the 19th and his birthday, Rudi had been to lunch for most 

of the afternoon with Fixed Interest dealers from McCaughan Dyson.  

During this lunch on the Monday the 19th, Rudi was ‘long’ two SPI 

contracts in his ‘personal account’ at the market level when it closed for 

lunch.  During lunch, he rang a few moments after the market reopened 

and was told the market had opened down and Rudi was now carrying 

$2k worth of losses, 10 SPI2 points per contract.  

The Broker had no opinion to offer - Rudi was enjoying his lunch 

and decided to stay.  He gave the broker a stop order against his 

position and made it ‘good for the day’. 

Rudi arrived back at the office well after the SPI contract had 

closed.  He rang his Broker to get an update of the afternoons action 

and was told he ‘was stopped’ out just before the close.  The price 

action on the screen indicated that the market must have dipped and 

then rose above his stop level into the close.  It closed only 4 points 

under his original entry point.  His stop was set off some 11 points 

lower.  Rudi took a $3200 hit on his position and was filthy with the 

Broker given where the market finished.  He even pleaded with the 

Broker to try and find a seller post market so he could renew his 

position.  Rudi went home thinking it was a shitty birthday present from 

his broker. 

Next morning when Rudi awoke to the news about the DJIA3 being 

down 700 points - some 25% - he had good ‘belly drop’ and was sick.   

He did the quick numbers in his head to reconcile what that would 

equate to as an opening price on the SPI.  By Rudi’s calculations, his 

Broker had saved him well over $100k with the stop order execution.    

He remembers this day clearly for a number of reasons - the new 

SBS Trainee Dealer, Michael Lieberman also started that Monday.  

Michael rang Rudi at home early Tuesday morning - he rang to ask if he 

still had a job.  

                                           
2 Sydney Futures Exchange - Share Price Index contract 
3 Dow Jones Industrial Average 
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From that point onwards, Michael’s exposure to the real world 

changed forever.  Michael lived nearby from were Rudi lived in Davidson 

– that morning he come over on his bike and Rudi gave him a lift to 

work.   Rudi was thankful for the company given the news shocks 

coming over the radio about the DJIA. 

The trip was quite, Michael hardly saying a word and Rudi was not 

talkative.  On arrival at the dealing room just after 7:00 am, Rudi first 

tried to contact his Broker to confirm his overnight position was square.  

The Broker Rudi normally dealt with was not yet in and whoever 

checked Rudi’s position, advised that he was showing as being long two 

(2) SPI contracts.   

Rudi fell back into his chair and immediately saw his whole future 

fly before him.  The Broker asked Rudi if that was his agreed position - 

he regained some composure and said that he was told the night before 

he was square – but had tried to buy back his position after market.  He 

said that he had not been told that he had bought back his position.  

Rudi was now shaking with desperation … if anyone was looking they 

would have seen his despair …  He was breaking out in a cold sweat and 

was just beside himself with angst.  He hung up the phone and turned in 

his chair to look to the sky outside his window.  Almost immediately his 

direct line to the Broker rang and Rudi answered it before its second 

ring.   

His normal Broker was on the line and Rudi said with some 

desperation, ‘what the fuck you got me into!’ 

His Broker said he heard that Rudi had rung checking his position.  

After Rudi had hung up, the Broker he spoke with went to verify the 

after hour’s transactions.   

Rudi’s regular broker said: ‘what’s up you – your are square’. 

He said the ‘stop’ transaction had not been credited to his account.  

He also stated that no new positions had been created on the back of 

the afterhours re-buy order.   

Rudi’s panic abated just as quickly as it had started with this news.  

He felt like a roller ball at that moment having been crushed from both 

sides and then douched.  His relief was just so emotionally draining.   

He was standing during the call and now he just flopped back into 

his chair again and swung again to look out the window.  He was feeling 

like he had already worked 3-4 days straight and was exhausted and it 

wasn’t even 8am.  He thanked the broker and hung up the phone.   

Whatever Michael was thinking about why Rudi was so quite since 

he got into Rudi’s car earlier that morning, he would be even more 

confused now at what he could see across from his desk.  

This same emotional drain was happening all over the world right 

then in real time.  As the day continued to dawn around the globe, and 

the news digested and dealt with, millions, no… 100’s of millions, even 

billions of investors would be going through what Rudi had just been 

through.  Most would not be feeling the relief that Rudi was now feeling.  

He spared some thoughts for those who were ‘long’ overnight – they 

were about to have their financial security crushed by the overnight 

events. 

Rudi went to the rest room and splashed his face with cold water.  

He hunched over the basin and looked into the mirror at himself.  He 

began to talk to himself in a chastising way -  he knew just how close he 
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had come to being completely wiped out financially.  When he settled 

down and his heart beat returned to normal, he started to realise just 

what his birthday present had really been - 14 hours earlier he was 

cursing his broker for stopping him out - and now he was on his knees 

in thanks.   

‘This is the world we live in he mused,’ to himself.  ‘We are all just 

a heartbeat away from a decision that takes us towards disaster.’  

He took his Broker to lunch that day and would not let him pay.  

Rudi was relieved - he told his broker what he had gone through that 

morning.  The broker had a good laugh and did not see the seriousness 

or sincerity Rudi was trying to convey.  Rudi had done the numbers 

when the SPI contract opened that morning - he would have been 

looking at losses of near $200k if he still owned his position.  He always 

remembers the October 19th ’87 crash every birthday and gives a silent 

thanks to his then broker. 

 

********** 

 

Within 30 minutes of his meltdown - Rudi was back on his game 

and the day of ‘panic’ that was about to unfold was clear in his mind.  

There would be plenty of market opportunities as sellers would be 

dumping their positions in response to the ‘crash’ news.   

Within an hour of the opening of the market, the markets were in 

freefall.  The priority for Rudi was ensuring the short term liquidity 

requirements for the SBS were available.  Any run on deposits caused 

by the crash had to be met – this was the very essence of why the liquid 

portfolio had to be liquid.  Nobody knew what depositors were likely to 

do in the short term – panic was the order and nothing could be 

unexpected.   

As a first move – some $30-$40 Million of short-term assets were 

quickly liquidated and that would be the initial buffer.  There was 

minimal capital loss exposure in these sales.  Call funds were also 

available and all through this early morning flurry – Management never 

came near the dealing room.   

It was easy to understand their absence - they had no real idea 

what the crash really meant in terms of its potential impact on the 

Society.  Not from where he sat anyway.  The relevance of the 

restructure remained lost in these early post crash days.  

It was not until a week or so after the 19th that his Management 

began to realise just what was at stake and how lucky the SBS had been 

as a result of the restructure.  The restructure was never spoken about 

in any real way - but silently - Rudi was sure they had some silent 

appreciation in that the SBS had dodged a real bullet.   

If the portfolio had remained invested in illiquids, all that the SBS 

would have been able to do would have been to sit on the sidelines and 

watch.  If a run on the SBS deposit base developed, hardly any of the 

illiquids could have been sold without taking a massive capital loss.  

Everything Rudi had warned his Management of would have happened 

to the SBS.  Potential realised losses of $20-$30 million and additional 

revaluation losses of much worse would have been incurred if they were 

forced sellers.  Those sorts of losses would have wiped the society out. 
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Having generated short terms funds, the SBS was able to meet 

any depositor withdrawals without difficulty or fanfare.  He parked the 

liquidated funds in short-term call and overnight 11am call deposits and 

left it there for a month until markets began to settle down.   

In the wash up, and only due to the response by Global 

Governments in unison with Central Banks, the market bottomed – i.e. 

yields higher - very quickly before they plateaued.   The markets were 

awash with liquidity and the expected runs on financial institutions did 

not really happen.  Some fringe players did get hurt badly, but most of 

the visual damage was contained to some high flying entrepreneurs who 

were highly leveraged.   

Their Bankers got pinged badly when they went to cash in their 

2nd, 3rd and 4th mortgages and found the cookie jar empty.   

The SBS response to generate additional liquidity - while prudent - 

proved to be a knee jerk reaction.  There was no run on the SBS deposit 

base.  In fact, their deposit base grew over the ensuring weeks.    

The liquidity was put to good use when long term bond yields 

climbed over 14% as distressed sellers pushed the market higher.  

These purchases set up the SBS for the next six months and began a 

ride that this story attempts to recapture.     

The lesson learnt from this experience by Rudi and his 

Management were two different lessons - Management became exposed 

to market volatility - and Rudi learnt about the SBS retail depositor 

loyalty.  

 

********** 

 

In the history of the Australian Bond markers up to that point - 

whenever Commonwealth Bond yields rose above 14% - they always 

peaked and reversed sharply.  To take advantage of this opportunity,  

Rudi added wholesale funds to the portfolio to purchase these long bond 

yields.  He put an additional $50 million of stock into the portfolio over a 

2-3 day period.    

In total - the size of the Liquidity Portfolio grew by $75 million in 

the last 10 days of October.  When overnight cost of funds started to 

rise after the initial funding splash - Rudi made the decision to liquidate 

some additional 2-3 month securities to fund the new CGL purchases.  

This meant they had to take a ‘hit’ on these sales.  This generated 

almost $300k in losses and wiped out half of the trading profits already 

made before the crash hit. 

Management showed some concerned at the loss and asked 

questions.  They could not understand the volatile reaction in the market 

that had pushed up yields.  Rudi explained the bond purchases in that 

he wanted to take advantage of the stressed yields available in the 

market.    

They understood, and as the yields were the highest and higher 

than the yields that the portfolio had before the reposition - they left 

him to do his job and had little more to say to him directly.  

From Rudi’s perspective - he saw it as a leap of faith by his 

Management and Rudi was appreciative.  To this day, Rudi still applauds 

the Management team of the Society for their judgment in those days of 
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crisis.  Whether they knew what was happening does not matter.  It was 

a very welcome change to the police siege mentality previous employs 

adopted when they got investment strategy wrong. 

During late October – and because of the increased funding cost - 

Rudi decided to add more assets via the purchase of some 10yr 

Futures/FRA’s as an additional means of gearing the 10 yr position.   

By month’s end, Treasury had turned the portfolio revaluation 

around – the trading performance exceeded $1 million -  the 

Futures/FRA’s contribution to that performance for the month was 

$368k.   

This was a remarkable performance considering the turbulent 

markets and the volatility caused by the single largest Stock Market 

crash since the crash of 1929. The Commonwealth 10 year bonds 

finished the month well under the 14% barometer.  The investment 

strategy proved prudent and wise.  The portfolio was very comfortable 

and had accumulated considerable revaluation profits as well.    

Management needed to be applauded for their faith in a new 

Treasurer and in allowing him to do what he wanted and planned to do 

with the portfolio restructure.  If the restructure had been delayed even 

a month, the sale of the ill-liquid assets would not have been possible.   

The Liquids portfolio would have been $10’s of millions under water and 

no sales would have been possible.  This would have meant Rudi’s whole 

agenda would have been shattered and there would have been no 

escape from that reality.  What happened over the next six months 

would have been a pipe dream.    

These first months was good karma for Rudi – he felt like he was 

truly where he wanted to be.  He knew the timing was fortuitous, and 

did not lose sight of the fact that the markets were still volatile and were 

no where near becalmed, or returned to any type of normal trading 

conditions.  He was on full alert every day to market opportunities and 

he was enjoying every minute or it.  Once again, he reflected about his 

decision to join the SBS and how right it now felt.   

 

********** 

 

During this September-October timeframe, the SBS Treasury 

operations had been noticed by a number of other institutional and 

professional players.  The increased incoming calls were becoming a 

nuisance.  Rudi asked for permission to hire a senior dealer to assist 

with the day to day running of the dealing desk.   Michael was a very 

new Trainee and he could field the calls – but trading opportunities were 

being missed because there was not the staff to take advantage of 

them. 

When he discussed this further with Management they were 

reluctant and suggested Rudi raise the matter again in the New Year.  

They gave their reasons and indicated they wanted to wait for the 

markets to settle and Rudi accepted the disappointment.   

The response did give him pause to consider whether this was an 

appropriate time to ask for a salary review for himself.   

Rudi chose to leave things as they were and was mindful of the 

Bonus clause in his contract.  There had been no further discussion on 
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this matter since the first week Rudi joined.  He was putting a lot of faith 

in the SBS Management to honour the intent of that Bonus clause in his 

contract. 

The Senior Dealer Rudi wanted was currently working at CIBC4.  

He had previously worked for Rudi at Lloyds in Brisbane in the early to 

mid 80’s.  He would not have hired anybody else for the job.  His name 

was Romeo Smackers5 or, Smackers as everybody called him.     

Besides being Rudi’s best mate, professionally and personally, they 

had a market relationship that complemented each other.  They were 

always on the same page when discussing market moves and strategy.  

Smackers always played devil’s advocate when he needed to and Rudi 

trusted him completely. A lot had past in eachothers careers since the 

Lloyds days during 1983-85, but there was just no one else that Rudi 

would have considered for the job.   

Smackers knew that Rudi would make him an offer when he had 

the opportunity.  They were constantly discussing each other’s 

perception of the markets and often spend long after hour’s sessions 

playing snooker at the Rugby Club in Pitt St.  This was Rudi’s means of 

winding down from a day at the office - he was a relatively private 

person and it was not often that he popped up in market hangouts and 

functions after hours.  He made it a point to attend the mandatory and 

more important functions - and when he did he often ate and drank too 

much.   

On most work nights he would rarely be home before 8:00 pm - 

quite often later.  The snooker was a better way to spend time as 

opposed to sitting in peak hour traffic crossing the Harbour Bridge and 

fighting the traffic snarl to French’s Forest. 

    

********** 

 

The trial period for the choice of a Futures Broker expired early 

October and the decision favoured Bain Refco Futures6. SBS 

Management gave approval to the FRA/Futures proposal after the trial 

period.  Bain Refco would now be dealing all SBS’s FRA for Futures 

business exclusively. 

 The Bain Refco in-house Client Manager made responsible for the 

SBS account was Claudio Hernandez7 .  Other Bain Refco SFE floor 

operators that would also be talking to SBS were Bob Hickman and Clare 

Roosters8.  The floor operator who executed most of the SBS business 

on the SFE floor was Phil Berg.  His future floor operative reputation was 

cut on the volume and execution he did for the SBS over the next six 

months or so.  

Management had given Rudi a free hand at hiring and putting in 

place the necessary support office staff.   

                                           
4 Canadian Imperial Banking Corporation,  
5 This is not his real name. 
6 A joint venture Futures Broker operation between Australian Bain 

Equities and Refco Futures Co, an American based Futures Broker.  
7 A name change has been used. 
8 A name change has been used. 
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They had allowed him to employ a trainee dealer in Michael - yet 

there were still at least two more immediate dealing positions that 

needed to be filled.  To ease some of the desk pressures - preliminary 

discussions were held about hiring a second Trainee dealer – Michael 

was working out very well.  The CEO’s son - Sean Cleary was put 

forward by his father as a candidate for the position.  Upon hearing the 

suggestion – Rudi did not think it a bad idea – give the CEO something 

he wants – he might respond in kind when Rudi wanted something. 

Sean did come on board as a Trainee in Dec ’87.    

Rudi knew by the end of October ’87 that what was happening at 

SBS was going to become something special.  It had been a dream two-

month start, even after weathering the October Stock Market crash and 

its aftershocks.  The support staff increments all became first class 

hiring’s, and the Sue had the settlements function running smoothly – 

she was very good at her job and handled any and all the pressure Rudi 

had pushed her way in those early months.   

By months end the post mortem on the fallout from the October 

19th crash and its impact on the SBS Treasury was all a positive.  

Management were all smiles when they read to trading and portfolio 

results for the month.  There was never any post mortem assessment or 

review of Treasury procedures and exposures after the crash event.  It 

just became a blimp in the course of things and became business as 

usual within weeks.   

From Rudi’s perspective, this response was unbelievable.  The only 

time the SBS Management came anywhere near Rudi throughout the 

whole of the post crash period was when he reported the $300k loss 

when he sold short term securities to generate liquidity.   

Given the enormity of what the markets had just endured  - and 

were still far from over the event – The SBS Board and its Management 

gave Rudi every reason to believe that none of them had any idea what 

was happening in the SBS Treasury dealing room.   

Personally - the crash had given Rudi a monster scare, he learny a 

lesson and turned that negative into a huge positive for th Society.   

Banks like the State Bank of NSW lost $10’s millions every month 

for many months after the crash.   They owned the ‘fixed capital’ of the 

SBS and had a majority of SBS Board members – even for them to not 

want to talk to Rudi and about what he was doing to generate the profits 

felt quite strange at the time.  

Rudi remained content with the choices he had made and it was a 

joy to come to work everyday.  The markets were alive and Rudi was on 

top of his game and profits generally made dealers and their dealing 

rooms hum with excitement.  Rudi’s team was such a team and quite a 

number of Department Managers and their staff wanted to share in the 

regular flow of champagne that began to flow from the SBS Dealing 

room after hours. 

 

 


